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eras been a while since an artfully conceived piece of jewelry has actually made me feel like i want to keep it on all day. and its no coincidence that these pieces are all inspired by ancient cultures, as time-worn treasures from the past are wont to be. theyre more akin to exorbitantly priced pieces
that inspire collectors to put the contents on a shelf in their offices and to hold on to them, not to wear, than they are to haphazardly filling our cart with impulse buys. however, having just purchased two pair of jonathan saunders tassled trousers, a tim drake shirt, and a rag and bone blazer, i dont
mind the extra few pounds. lets start with bautista and sylvester. the image of bautista, with a freshly-battered face, still wrapped in a bandana after his days as a crime fighter, prompted one fan to ask how it would be to have a group of older world war ii veterans step into that role, even if it is for
a summer. (duh) sylvester can do no wrong. or can he? surely, it has to be frustrating for someone to see someone else who looks so much like themselves and have him/her instantly become a fan. (which is why, as the beginning of the series reminded us with jack sawyer and the gun, its always

good to be the ghost). the dragon age franchise remains a strong pillar of the rpg games industry, and a big part of that comes from how it was able to nail the perfect balance between letting players explore its world and the satisfaction players get from it. there are no cutscenes, and the dialogue
and narrative, as youll be seeing in the first episode, are non-existent. the goal wasnt storytelling, although that stuff fits in along the way. the goal was for players to feel like they were part of the movie as they walked around bioware seattle and got to meet the characters of the game.
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